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For now, the best way to reduce carbon pollution is to use less energy (which all of us can do) and discourage demand for dirty fuel sources.

Editorial: Why natural gas should be part of our environmental strategy
A big part of the problem is that American environmental law has so far proven unequipped to deal with the world the fossil fuel companies built. In some cases, environmental law can even stand in the ...

Environmental Law Is Getting in the Way of Climate Action
Company Highlights Dedication to its Stakeholders Through Initiatives Focused on Ethics, Security, the Environment, and Diversity and InclusionREDWOOD CITY, Calif., Sept. 27, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- ...

Sumo Logic Releases Inaugural Environmental, Social and Governance Report
With its climate action strategy centred on the reduction of GHG emission combined with resilience, PepsciCo appears to be centring sustainability in its development strategy.

PepsiCo Centers Sustainability With Its Pep+ Strategy
National business survey finds two thirds (64%) of businesses have no environmental sustainability policy Survey also finds that over 8 out of 10 businesses surveyed have no social value policy yet ...

Survey finds businesses have yet to enact environmental or social value strategy as COP 26 looms
As the world marks the second International Day of Awareness on Food Loss and Waste, the United Nations is calling for stronger action to end the culture of throwing out food uneaten and in so doing, ...

UN calls for increased action on International Day of Awareness on Food Loss and Waste
Get opinion pieces, letters and editorials sent directly to your inbox weekly! Like the commodity itself, the market for natural gas is notoriously volatile. Demand rises or falls whenever the weather ...

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING: Natural gas should be part of nation's environmental strategy
Laura Hiscott speaks to three physicists who are doing their bit to build a more sustainable future in the field of policy ...

Green jobs for physics graduates: policy and behaviour change
Family principals engaged in sustainable investing welcome the rising interest among private wealth holders in investing to tackle climate change, but some warn real world action must follow and ...

Families embrace sustainable ESG investing as a business opportunity and a family value
In an ever-increasing stringent compliance environment, organizations across multiple industries are making a significant investment in delivering regulatory compliance initiatives. Organizations are ...

Embracing Agile Strategy for the successful delivery of Regulatory and Compliance Initiatives
While the outcome of the 2021 federal election offered little in the way of change, it may have left Canada better positioned to make progress on reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

Canada’s federal election made big strides for climate and the environment
This Parliamentary term is likely to be the most crucial for turning the tide on environmental challenges, into action, as colleagues on all sides begin to pick through plans, strategies and ...

This Parliamentary term is make-or-break for effective climate leadership and global action
Although predating the concept of ESG by several decades, NEPA — and, in particular, its environmental impact statement (EIS) process — may be of value to corporations in developing and fine tuning ...

Repurposing Environmental Impact Statements for ESG — A Holistic, Alternatives Analysis
As a global leader in oral health, Dentsply Sirona is committed to drive change towards sustainable dentistry. Demonstrating this commitment, Dentsply Sirona announces sustainability goals, publishes ...

Dentsply Sirona announces new sustainability strategy. Beyond. Taking Action for a Brighter World.
The airline industry was among the hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, and in many ways it was the industry’s frontline workers (such as flight attendants, baggage handlers, caterers, gate agents, ...

Engaging Frontline Workers in the Airline Sector: Challenges and Imperatives Post-Pandemic
Shopkeepers said a new underground water reservoir - constructed across from the Hindmata market and designed to stave off floods and store water - guzzled down heavy rains that pummeled Mumbai on a ...

FEATURE-Flood-prone Mumbai digs in to tackle warming-worsened 'monsoon mayhem'
A sustainable way for stakeholders to resolve these challenges is to adopt next-gen product and sample testing solutions that employ emerging technologies such as automation, Internet of Things (IoT), ...

Automation Leads to Gains for Testing Laboratories in an Era of Remote Operations
Like the commodity itself, the market for natural gas is notoriously volatile. Demand rises or falls whenever the weather goes off track, and supply disruptions periodically send prices soaring. In ...
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